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piRNAs - What you need to know:

Transposons

piRNA precursors
Nucleus
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PIWI

PIWI

piRNA maturation

PIWI

Small non-coding RNA 

Expressed in the germline in 
almost all animals

Between 24-31 bases long

Bound with PIWI proteins

Produced from protein coding 
and non protein coding regions 
(clusters)
 
Responsible for silencing 
transposable elements (TEs)



piRNA producing loci (clusters) - What you need to know:



Transposable elements - What you need to know:

DNA sequences that have the ability to change their position within a genome

Bourque et al. Genome Biology  (2018) DOI: 10.1186/s13059-018-1577-z



Objectives:

1- Test for variation in piRNA expression between mouse strains.

2- Test whether variable transposable elements are associated with this variation.
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Data preparation: 

18 samples from 5 inbred strains

BL6 SPERMATOGONIA 4 samples

CAST SPERMATOGONIA 4 samples

129 TESTIS 3 samples

C3H TESTIS 3 samples

NOD TESTIS 2 samples

BL6 TESTIS 2 samples



From cyst to tubule: Innovations in vertebrate spermatogenesis - DOI: 10.1002/wdev.204

What is spermatogonia 

https://www.researchgate.net/deref/http%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1002%2Fwdev.204
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Project execution: Exploratory Analysis



Project execution: Exploratory Analysis



Project execution: Differential Expression Analysis (1)

Expression of piRNA clusters of inbred testis samples by strain



Project execution: Differential Expression Analysis (1)

Expression of piRNA clusters of inbred spermatogonia samples 
by strain



Project execution: prediction of piRNA clusters

611 clusters predicted



Project execution: Differential Expression Analysis (2)

Inbred testis samples by strain



Project execution: Differential Expression Analysis (2)

Inbred testis samples by strain



Project execution: Variable presence of IAPs

Noct has an intronic IAP in NOD and BL6



Project execution: Variable presence of IAPs

Mrs2: similar situation as Noct. NOD/ShiLtJ presents a large 
deletion of an IAP annotated by The Mouse Genome Project.



Results: 
Fisher exact tests for Differentially expressed clusters and Variable IAP between the strains.
 
We can reject the null hypothesis: “there is no relationship between the two categorical variables”

Zamore Laboratory clusters N = (214)

Cluster has a variable IAP

Cluster was 
differentially 
expressed



De novo predicted clusters N = (611)

Cluster has a variable IAP

Cluster was 
differentially 
expressed

Results: 
Fisher exact tests for Differentially expressed clusters and Variable IAP between the strains.
 
We can reject the null hypothesis: “there is no relationship between the two categorical variables”



Main Takeaways:                  
The small RNA-seq data was of high quality and enriched for piRNAs.

There are differences in the expression of piRNA clusters that can be attributed to their 
genetic background.

There is a significant correlation between piRNA differential expression and the different 
status of a murine intracisternal A-particle (IAP) in all the contrasts performed. (p < 0.05)

At least part of the sequence of IAPs must somehow interact with the mechanism of piRNA 
biogenesis in the mouse male germline. 

Open Questions:
Why the effect is not always of the same type (enhancing or reducing the expression)

Future lines of work:
Identify if some characteristics of IAPs can be associated to this effect: presence of certain 
viral genes (gag, pro, pol, env); relative position on the strain compared to the transcript.

Compare alternative piRNA prediction methods and try to improve them.

Results: Summary




